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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

The Philosophy and Design of an Outdoor Play Sgce for Pre-Elementary SchoolChildren directs its attentions towards the play of children and the spaces theyutilize while playing. By thoroughly investigating the needs and desires of children,activities which satisfy these needs are found. The grouping of activities into specificplay nodes is the detennining factor which influences the final design of a play space.The scope of this subject is so broad that this researcher concems herself mainly withspecific patterns, theories, play apparatus, and probable solutions for a playground.
The V. P. I. Laboratory School in Blacksburg, Virginia, functions as an experimentalinstitution for leaming. The green space adjacent to the nursery school and kinder-garten classrooms shall be defined as a playground. It is this outdoor play space Iwish to focus the reader's attention on. This allotment of land and the play equip-_ ment found on or near it fails to fulfill the bodily and mental needs of the youngusers.

To establish a usable vocabulary and to develop an awareness into the problems of‘
playground design, this researcher set out to study the psychology and theories ofplay. By utilizing this new knowledge, and- analyzing the needs of the school andthe children who are in attendence there, a worl<able criteria directed towards the

U
future implementation of this intended design is developed.
Following this comprehensive study pertaining to child behavior, preliminary designsand the selection of equipment which would allow such a project to express a sense’
of feasibility were developed. The following steps suggest the direction and sequencefollowed during this early schematic design stage: —
'I. The selection of those activities considered safe and beneficial for the positivegrowth of pre—elementary school children.
2. The development of plans and details for playground equipment at the pre-

elementary school level.
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3. The construction of pratotype play equipment.
4. An evaluation through field testing of this proposed equipment.
5. Redesign if deemed necessary.

The final phase for this overall study shall direct itself to the presentation of a finaldesign for the V. P. I. Laboratory School. Included within this final presentation
shall be:

I. A series of full size, prototype elements of play equipment tested in the field
by their probable users.

2. A slide show which attempts to describe in a picturial manner, those newly de-
signed components of the playground which function successfully, and can in a
sense, serve as a guide when designing proposed exterior play spaces.

3. A set of presentation drawings which shall include site plans, landscape plans,
construction details, and possible sections for the proposed V. P. I. Laboratory .School.

4. A finished site model which depicts new and existing contours, space relation-
-

I
ships, and variations in scale will represent the means by which individuals
not architecturally trained can experience and comprehend this newly conceived
outdoor space.

The information gathered in this study will be used for the development of a new
I

outdoor play environment for the V. P. I. Laboratory School. The nature of such a
study is geared to benefit and to assist the students and faculty of the College of
Architecture, and the Department of Child Development in better understanding of
children's play behavior in relation to the playground environment. Other dis-
ciplines concemed with child behavior or land plannirg may also wish to draw from
this study.

_

The Existigg Playground at the V. P. I. & S. U. Laboratory School .
The V. P. I. Laboratory School is a leaming institution for children of nursery schoolor kindergarten age. The building itself is located behind Wallace Hall on the V. P. I.I
& S. U. campus in Blacksburg, Virginia. This school operates only during the regular
academic year. The V. P. l. Laboratory School has been operating since I940. Theschool was established as a laboratory for the purpose of providing both students and
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parents the opportunity of observing young children between the ages of three and
seven. The children enrolled are those of faculty and youngmarried students. En-
rollment, however, is not limited to these specific people. Parents who wish to
enroll their children in nursery school or kindergarten register them with the nursery
school Director.

I

The nursery school and kindergarter operote between the hours of 8:30 - l2:3O and
l2:3O - 4:30, five days o week. Each period of time represents one shift. At the
V. P. l. Laboratory School, nursery school and kindergarten activities occur in two
different spaces. These two rooms are located next to each other but separated by
the storage and bathroom facilities. Each group uses these facilities at the same
time.

Both rooms contain an observation booth, which is supplied with a oneewoy minor,
closets, tables for eating and perfonning quite activities, a small kitchen for chil-
dren's play, and other elements such as record players, 'pianas, an aquarium, etc.
The remaining space in the room is left open and free.

A typical moming includes free play indoors, snacks at mid-morning, followed by
a rest period, story time, group singing, or news, Iunch time and then outdoor play.
The aftemoon activities take place in reverse. They start with lunch and end with
outdoor play. The amount of time pennitted for outdoor free play varies between
fifteen and thirly minutes for the kindergarten, and between forty and fifty minutes
for the nursery school children. lf the weather is inclement, all activities occur
indoors.

The indoor and outdoor play equipment provide a wide opportunity for different
types of play for the children. The indoor equipment consists of a large variety of
puzzles, several hollaw blocks large enough fora child to cany, different shaped
wooden toys such as trucks, cars, troins, etc., dolls, clothing for dolls, and play
kitchen utensils. In addition to these toys and apparatus iust mentioned, the children
also use large croyons for coloring and water color, and finger points.
The outdoor play yard facilities include a sandbox, iungle gym, sliding board, swings,
see-saw, swing gate, and play houses. A large droin pipe serves as a tunnel for the
children to play in. Caged rabbits provide an exposure to animals and a source of
interest for the children. See Appendix E for a plan of the existing playground. ·
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Periodically, the children take field trips to such places as the Agricultural Ergi-
neering Machine Laboratory, the duck pond, airport, fire house, etc. These trips
enable the children ta explore and experience new territories.

Supervision of the children is done primarily by the students enrolled in the advanced
child development classes at V. P. I. & S. U., although a faculty instructor or gnaduate
student is either on hand or in close proximity to where the children are located.

Feedback from the Parents Whose Children are Enr·olled at the V. P. I. Laborato
School

An adequate understanding of the indoor and outdoor play and leaming facilities at
the V. P. I. Laboratory School was achieved following a period of time when this
researcher was actively involved in the observation of the children at the school.
Supplemental discussions with many faculty members from the Department of Child
Development proved a beneficial aid while securirg an understanding ard feel for
those patterns most likely to occur at such an institution.

L
Feedback from the parents whose children were enrolled at this school was thought
necessary before attempting to develop preliminary designs for a new outdoor play
environment. Forty-seven questionnaires were sent to the parents. See Appendix
A for sample questionnaires and Appendix B for a summary of the responses to the
questionnaires.



CHAPTER TWO

PROGRESSION OF STEPS TAKEN TOWARDS SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM
I

What is Play?

Early studies have stressed the importance of childhood experience in the develop-
ment of the adult personality, and demonstrates that play is a maior component of
that experience. The play life of a child is an index of his social maturity, and
reveals his personality more clearly than any activity. Play is the way the child
leams what no one can teach him. It is the way he explores, and orients himself
to the actual world of space and time, of things, animals, structures, and people.
In play he Iearns to leam. He also discovers how to cope with life's tasks, to
master skills, and in particular, he Iearns how to gain confidence in himself. While
playing, the child developsskillful hands, agility, lively senses, and a good-
natured disposition, all of which are qualities needed later in life. Asia result,
play is an organizational mode, pulling fragmented leamings into a more coherent
and meaningful whole.

Childhood is a time for freedom and play, and becoming an adult means exchanging
this freedom for responsibility and work. WorI< is concemed with production. We

. work to produce, and the obiect we make or service we perform gives our work its
name. l

The value of work is measured by the quality, quantity, and/or importance
of the product, and all other considerations are secondary. It is impossible to "do"play. It is an end in itself, and, like virtue, is its own reward.2 It is the process
of play, not the product, that gives us satisfaction. This is not to say that play is
never concemed with results. All play is in some way concemed with the achieve- Vment of goa ls, even when these aims are not consiciously stated by the player. A
child who spends hours building a sand castle at the edge of the ocean is not solely
interested in the end result, but is also concemed with the construction of such a
structure. He would not be so attracted to an identical castle made for him by an
adult. ‘
Friedrich Schiller states, "Nlan only plays when he is human in the full sense of the '
word, and he is only completely human when he is playing."3 Grownups play to

IEc:ardDa$tner, Design for Play (New York, Van Nostrund Reinhold Co. , l969), p. 9.I i ., p. .
_ 3 ml., p. 7.
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gain a reprieve from work, an escape from responsibility, and a relief from tension
and even to reward themselves for the effort they spend in eaming a living, but for
a child, play is his life's work, and the effort is directed towards the career of
growing up. Children do not play rnake-believe games as some adults would be-
lieve; they play games for real, but not for keeps. This is the main difference
between childhood "games" and adult wor·k. The adult has to play for keeps.
Play, that of adults as well as that of children, also takes place within a framework
of rules, often very intricate ones. Children create a strict order in their play.
They invent the rules, and they cancel them if they wish. When play involves other
children, and they resist a modification of the rules, the ultimate decision is still
available: they can decide they no longer want to play.
Play is not bound by reality; it is extraordinary. The child who plays with real‘ sticks and branches transfonns them in his irnagination into whatever he wants, and
creates another, more personal reality, not bounded by the real and commonplace.
In this respect play is similar to magic, and it is_ not surprising that both children
and primitive societies are much influenced by magical thinking, for in play the
nonnal rules of cause and effect are suspended.4 A sense of secrecy often causes
play. For example, children delight in secrets and special hiding places. The
place where children play is in a sense a magical circle, outside and separate
from the rest of the world. It has its own time, which cannot be measured by our
clocks. The environment of such a mystical place allows the child a temporary de-
parture from that which is about him.

The Play of Children

Before trying to understand why children perforrn certain actions on a playground,
the designer of a playground should know about the development of children. This
development takes place in stages, each of which has its own characteristic form of t
play.

The first step that all infants take towards growing up is to leam about themselves.
As the child begins to grow, he engages in solitary play. Until the age of four,
children are so involved with themselves that little attention is available for the

4 Iigglggrdpbagner, Design for Play (New York, Van Nostrand Reinhold Company,
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I
activities of other children. Two or three may play together in a group, but their
play is primarily individual. Although it appears they are playirg in a group, the
members and the activities change constantly.

Although a five-year old child is not ready for organized group games, he is able
to engage in cooperative play. The size of the group varies from two to five chil-
dren. At this stage in his life, the child has adequate control over his body move-
ments. The five—year-olds enjoy climbing and engaging in other activities which
involve the use of the large musc les.

Between the ages of four and seven, the child attempts to understand, and thinks he
does understand, the rules of the older children and the adult's world, but he is ·
actually very much isolated in his own point of view. This is the time when chil-
dren start playing with rules, but usually the rules are understood differently by
each child. A transitory stage between the world of fantasy and the world of
reality is occurring.

Adult work has always fascinated children. Whenever adults work in places thatI
are visible to children, the youngsters will be there watching. Sometimes they
may even want to help, which always amazes the parents who can't seem to get ‘
their children to do chores of their own. In distant lands where the industrial re-
volution is still just a rumor, child's play is also involved with the imitation of
adult roles. Through imitation children leam what it is like to be a grawnup.5

The Needs of Children

A pre-school child has varied physical and emotional needs. Kindergarten or nur- ·sery school playgrounds are the places where some of these needs can be satisfied.
Some of these needs are as follows:

I. Territorial Identification
2. Sense of Achievement
3. Security
4. Adventure - Risk

.
5. Sense of Freedom 4

V

5 Wiräwer, Aaron, Child's Play (New York, Harper and Row Publishers, l965),p. .
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6. Growth and Self Realization -
7. Acceptance and Companionship _ -
8. Curiosity
9. Experiencing Nature

One of the most important needs in early childhood is territorial identification. Thechild recognizes his home as his primary territorial relationship and identifies withit strongly. This sense is strongest at nursery school and kindergarten age. The re-sults of a confused territary have direct effect an the security of the child. Often
the child creates imaginary territories which may or may not have implications in
physical form. The child is perceptive to his environment and identifies with larger
portions of it in a social way.

Achievement is a craving for involvement in activities which result in a sense of
meaning for an individual. ln the younger child, achievements are enormous in
relative sca les. In his case he moves from nothing to something. Physical forms
for satisfying the needs for achievement are quite easy to accept at younger ages.l
Self or group competition in the form of athletics often is a solution for all QQGS.
Creative play areas in which children are allowed a maximum of freedom withina structure that provides varied opportunities for expression, have also been quiteeffective in satisfying the children's desires.
A sense of security is one of the basic needs in early childhood. Children can onlybe themselves and express their ideas when they feel secure. Children always liketo crawl under a bed to read, or climb into a box to hide, or make their own littlehouse under a table with a table cloth hanging down around them. The emotionalimpact of these activities is that a smal ler area which a child can control is more
secure and comforting than an enormous space.
Children enjoy the option of risk or adventure. Much of their life is spent in ima-
ginary adventure-types of activities. Everything is new for them and these ideasmust be explored. Contrary to some beliefs, the child is aware of dangers to him-self, and is not about to pursue any risk beyond his ability. Therefore, an adventure-
type environment is most satisfactory for the development of young children.
Childhood is a time for freedom and play. Being able to play free and feel unre-
stricted perrnits the chi|d's creative spirit to achieve personal goals much easier.
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Any healthy pre-school-aged child with varied interests should have the opportunity
to choose and play with the equipment of his choice. We cannot create a condi-
tion of complete freedom for children nor is this a desirable goal. What we can do {is provide the children with a fuller range of play possibilities, thus allowing them
to become healthy adults. °

The need for growth and self-realization is closely related with achievement and
security. The temr growth refers to both physical and mental progression. Physical
needs involve the satisfaction of body nourishment, development of the physical
body, and adaptation to the environment.6 The young child usually has a sense of
good health, but must be provided with an environment that will allow a continued
development of his physical capacities. Mental growth of an individual is also ”
significant in the development process. The very young child begins his so-called
creative expression by altering or modifying various components of his environment.
One other important need in early childhood is acceptance and companionship.
Man is not only in need for social contact for psychological reasons, but also as a
function of human existence and progression.7 The most supreme wish for a child
is to be loved and cared for. A child must have love and care in order to feel
secure and to develop a socialized self. When a child begins to play, he engages
in activity by himself. As time goes on, he takes part in various cooperotive games
which require a give-and—take relationship with other children. By playing in
twos and threes, children leam to act out their ideas, and to communicate them to
other children.

Curiosity about the things which surround the child is the motivation for much of
his play. To explore, to rearrange, and to invent, are but a few ways the child '
learns. The first step he takes towards growing up is to leam about himself. A
child who is a few months old is often very curious, so curious that he plays with
his toes and other parts of his body. After this stage, he is interested in people r
who lean over his cradle. Children should have a challenging environment, which
satisfies their curiosity for different things about them.

6 Jack Dangermond, Recreation and Satlsfaction of Human Needs in Small Parks(California, Enviro7 E, Section Il. A
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Children of all ages are interested in all areas of science and nature. Simple ideas
which are introduced in nursery school and kindergarten lay a foundation for under-
standing more complex ones later as children graw through constantly enlarging ex-'
periences. A young child's interest in and familiarity with plants and animal life
are often affected by his environment. Nursery schools and kindergartens allow the· children the opportunity of feeding and taking care of domestic animals, and grow-
ing plants and vegetables in designated plots of land. .

Design Considerations

The Basic Principles ~
‘

I. A fence at least 3'-O" high must be used when defining a given area.
2. A drinking fountain should be present.
3. Direct circulation should be available between the playground and bathroom

facilities.
4. Conveniently placed water faucets are recommended.

_ 5. Efficient storage space for outdoor play equipment and gardening tools must
be located in or near the playground.

6. A grassy plot of land for playing and running should be provided.
7. A hard surface area where wheeled toys can be used, and balls bounced, is ·

necessary.
8. There should be adequate hard-surfaced space for riding vehicles.
9. Certain areas should be relatively unstructured so that children can use vary-

ing building materials, thereby, developing their own environment.
I0. Boundaries should be provided between the various functional spaces.
II. A space for growing plants is desirable and should be in a protected sunny part

of the play yard.
I2. A comer for animals should be provided away from the main traffic of the

playground.
I3. There is a need to balance space both in the sun and in the shade.
I4. Two hundred to 300 square feet per child is recommended for an outdoor

playground.8

V 8 Research Center, College of Architecture and Environmental Design, Environ-mental Criteria: MR Preschool Dgx Qre Qgilitigg (Texas A&M University CollegeStation), p. 57.
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'l5. The combination of paths and open areas should make it possible for a single
_ teacher to supervise the children from a point central to the action area.9

» (See Figure.C-I)

lé. Site characteristics such as variable ground levels, earth mounds, and trees
should be used.

l7. An adequate drainage system should be provided so that surfaces within play
areas dry rapidly.

'|8. Specific areas for sand and water play are desirable, and should be separated
from the traffic of wheeled toys.

T9. The child and his play, not the aesthetic prejudices of the designer must be
the decisive factor in designing

playgrounds.Equipment‘

There are two important points to consider in the design of a playground: the equip-
ment for the playground, and the location of the equipment. These two points should
be treated equally when designing a play space, and the final product should be
both functional and safe for the user.

I

The play area should provide an extensive range of features and materials that
children may utilize so they may develop a more complete awareness of the world.
Objects with a variety of weights, colors, textures, shapes and sounds are desirable,
The simpler the piece the designer chooses, the more play potential it has, and
also the less specific the structure, the more suggestive it is. Natural materials of
a general fonn should be utilized whenever possible, rather than detailed, art·ificial,
and highly mechanical equipment. For example, equipment for climbing, swinging
and balancing should consist of simple materials: wood bearns, tree trunks, ropes,
old tires, etc. Components and materials that are half finished are more valuable
than pre-assembled mechanical equipment. Children need flexible play items which
simulate their imagination by suggesting a variety of approaches to their uses. Thus,
a child may leam how to make his environment work for him by using the flexible
items in different ways according to his needs and wishes.

9 A Report From Educational Facilities Laboratories, Patterns for Designing Childnen'sCenters (New York, l97l), p. lO3.
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4 Play equipment needs to maintain the interest of children in a safe and creative
environment, by taking up little space, while accommoclating many children who
can be active at the same time. What kind of equipment can best fulfill this need?
The answer is sculptured playground equipment. lo Sculptured equipment can be
used in many different ways by as many children as are on the playground at one
time. Even the younger children appreciate the quality af play which sculptural
equipment offers, as one activity often leads to another Continuous sequences ofL
activities, dernanding alternating types of muscular coordination also allows the
child to contrast different actions, to distinguish them, and to leam how to gear
his body to change from one to another. I2 Equipment which contains graded skill _
levels seems to suggest a piece of apparatus containing a series of places to get up
and down, and a variety of platforms to see from. H See Figure C-?. The possi-
bilities for play on play sculptures are as numerous and varied as the needs and ’

thoughts af the child at the moment.

Since most of the time childr·en's play takes place on an imaginary site, imagina-
tive play equipment should be provided for them. Play sculptures are ideal props·
for imaginative and creative play, os they often derive from fomrs in nature. Play
sculpture challenges a child's mind and body. Children can test their imagination
and their physical powers all at once on these strange, free—form structures. Where _
there exists sculptured playground equipment, only the children move the equipment. .
This is so necessary for the growth of children's confidence in their physical selves.
At no time does a child have to wait his turn to partake in this activity. All may
play at once. ln addition, play sculptures can be decorative for the well planned
landscape, and provide children with the feelirg of climbing rocks and hiding in
caves. The playscape is something to be explored. lt is an adventure, the ele-
ments of which disclose themselves little by little as the child works his way through
the many possibilities. After all, in a playground, the amount of "things to do" is
the final criteria, not the specific amount of play equipment.

lo Wir;wer Aaron, Child's Play (New Yor·l<, Harper and Row Publishers, l965)
p. .

H A Report From Educational Facilities Laboratories, Patterns for Designi§Children's
Centers (New York, l97l), p. lOl.‘2
ä, p. 102.
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In regard to safety, playground equipment must be designed so that accidents are
kept to a minimum.

- I. All playground equipment should be safely constructed.
2. Sturdy, durable, and splinter-free materials should be used.
3. Sharp corners and protruding pointed obiects should be avoided.
4. Surfaces under iumping, climbing and swinging equipment should be soft sand,

grass, and similar materials are recommended. I3

5. lf ever massive timbers are used in the construction of play equipment, all
edges should be chamfered. See Figure C-3.

The location of the equipment plays a very important role in the designlcriteria. _
There are four general areas within a playground: active, passive, social, and
natural. M These areas contain different activities and equipment. For example,
in the active area, large muscle activities occur, while in the passive areas, sand,
water play, construction, gardening, and similar activities take place. Thus, to
allow pure movement of play and maximum excitement without danger, the designer
should organize the different areas according to their relationship with each other,l
and find the best location for every piece of equipment on the playground.

Accidents

_ There are several reasons why accidents occur on the playground. Either the play
space or the equipment used by the children in that space are not designed to pre-
vent boidly iniury. A child can get iniured on a playground for no other reason
than that he merely desires to do something that seems to be a good idea; hawever,
the equipment he uses does not provide safety for carrying out his wish. By ana-
Iyzing the different activities which take place on or around some of the equipment
on a playground, the reader can understand the causes for accidents more clearly.
The Slide Bind: A piece of equipment which is a cause for accidents is the slide
bind. The slide has been designed for only one activity, which must be pursued in

I3 Research Center College of Architecture and Environmental Design, EnvironmentalCriteria: MR Preschool Day Care Facilities (Texas A&M University College Station),p. 80.
I4 A Report From Educational Facilities Laboratories, Patterns for Designirg Children's‘

Centers (New York, l97l), p. 99.
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an orderly fashion by all the children who wish to use it. lf the children take their
tum and are fair to one another, the slide is a fine piece of equipment. However,
young children are known to be impatient, and dislike waiting to engage in an ac-
tivity for any length of time. In the case of the slide, the design of the equipment
is at fault, as it creates traffic problems, and due to the children's impatience,
chaos occurs, thus causing accidents. 15

Swings: Another piece of equipment which is a cause for accidents is the swing.
The two major causes of swing accidents are the traffic around them, and the fact
that the use of the swing involves tum—taking. Tum-taking involves self-discipline,
control, and consideration of others. Children are supposed to be developing these
attributes while growing up, but they are hardly masters of the techniques which
are products of accidents. ln addition to these two activities, the jungle gym pre-
sents a third kind of danger. The existence of heavy traffic on a piece of apparatus
that allows movement in a third dimension is the reason for this danger. All of these
factors, particularly that of tum-taking, act as obstacles to the child's enjoyment _
of the playground. 6 u

As soon as the designer eliminates the use of moving equipment on the playground,
the wide clearance required to separate a swing area safely from adjacent equip-
ment will no longer be a problem. Similarly, when turn-taking equipment is re-
moved, the space required around the equipment for children to wait their turns
will no longer be necessary. By using new design criteria, which no longer utilizes
moving or tum-taking equipment, we can prevent most accidents from taking place
and provide a greater opportunity for creative play. ·

APlay Surfaces l
One of the most important design considerations when attempting to plan an outdoor
play space for children is the choice of materials used. A combination of grass,
sand, dirt and hard surfaces is the most common solution. A soft base should be
provided under and around each piece of equipment. Exarrples of such materials
are: sand, dirt, tanbark, rubber matting or carpet. Pathways between play nodes
can be treated with cobblestones, aspha lt, wood or stabilized gravel (sandy gravel
I5 Aaron, Child's Play, p.5l-55.I6

Eli, p. 6'I. l
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and clay). Asphalt provides a smooth surface for movable equipment. If two dif- ·
ferent materials are being used in adiacent spaces, they should be set level with

_ one another where they meet, so that the circulation between play nodes remains
uninterrupted. Mounds, which have play value and aesthetic qualities, can be
covered with different materials, thus preventing them from tuming to mud. Con-
crete steps and wooden log ladders are solutions to this particular problem. All
designers must remember the play realities of mud. The most rapid drying surfaces
should be placed near the exits from the indoor play environment, and the semi-
shelter, and the slower drying surfaces further away. W See Figure C—4.

To encourage quick water absorbption, all surfaces must be well drained. Surfaces
, should be graded so that they slope towards drainage channels outside the yard, to ·

dry wells, or to catch basins connected to an underground storm drainage system.

Semi-Shelters

An outdoor playground should be made available for children throughout the year.
Except for rain, there is never the need to keep the children indoors. Fog, snow,
mud, and cold are not hannful in small amounts, if the children are warrnly dressed.
On the contrary, they are necessary experiences for a child to have. Many indoor
activities can be moved outdoors during mild weather, thus allowing for a change _
of space, and utilizing the potential for increased scale., For example, the ex-
perience of making and viewing large murals and sculptures can be had outdoors.
For these purposes, an area of the play yard should be used as a covered play
space, in a sense, a semi—shelter. The covered play area should be contiguous
with the building so as to provide additional space for the indoor activities during
extreme weather conditions. This area is usually small but can be very valuable,
particularly in hot or rainy clirnates. Twenty square feet per child is recommended
for such a semi-shelter. l8 The semi-shelter should be roofed with a pemranent
cover in most climates, as itwill be needed during the winter and summer seasons.
Since the children will be relatively stationary, the enclosure should protect them
from excessive sun on hot days, but allow its warming rays to be felt on cold, and
clear days. It should also protect them against excessive wind, but allow for the

I7 E. F. L., Patterns for Designing Children's Centers, p. ll3.
l8 E. F. L., Patterns for Designing Children's Centers, p. l'|2.
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presence of cooling breezes. The sides of the shelter should be protected with an
operable screening device which provides protection from blowing wind and rain,
but can be opened when the weather is mild so as to bring in maximum sunshine
and cooling breezes. The passive play areas which are not pennanently housed
under semi-shelters should have temporary and portable equipment. Trees, canvas,
umbrellas, and other devices suggest means by which this protection can be made
available.

II9
See Figure C-5. ”

Playground Traffic and Suürvision

To allow for a continuous flow of play while preventing accidents, one or more open
_ spaces should be provided within the action areas of the playground. Space usually

affects play, therefore, open areas should not be so large that they discourage co-
I

operative play, rather, they should encourage it. These areas can be made exciting
by introducing a tree, a hollow, a wall, a tunnel ora pool of water. 20 See
Figure C-6. A path, 4-5 feet wide, tangential to the safety spaces should also be
used, but must not interrupt the continuity of the play space. This path should be
designed to curve in and out between the play nodes, discouraging excessive run-
ning from one play node to another.2l I

lt would be ideal to have a supervising teacher at each play node, particularly
where pieces of moving equipment are located. Unfortunately, it is difficult to
have more than two or three teachers on a kindergarten or nursery school playground
at the same time. The outdoor supervising teacher should locate herself central to
the active part of the play yard so she nray be able to see all activities occurring
around her. The supervising teacher positioned within the classroom has a dual
role. She should be able to view those children playing closest to the building,
while at the same time, keep an eye on the infants using the indoor bathroom
facilities. °

19 E. F. L., Pattems for Designiy Children's Centers, p. ll].

_ 2° P. 103.
L 2l gi, p. 102.
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Sand and Water Play

Sand is one of the few constructional materials that offers many opportunities for
play. It has great imaginative play value; building castles, digging tunnels, making
cakes, and similar activities. These activities can be made available to a kinder-
garten and/or nursery school playground in the following ways, through the use of
sand tables and group sand play at ground level.

Sand tables provide play for the child in a stand-up or sit-down position.22 See
Figure C-7. When these positions are assumed by children actively involved in areas ‘
located at the ground level, it has been proven that sand tables reduce the amount
of sand area needed and prevents children from getting overly dirty. Sand tables
should have work surfaces for sand moldings, tools and water cantainers, as well as
having the ability to help contain the sand. See Figure C-8. By placing a sand
table on wheels, it becomes mobile. This mobile unit can be moved to a sunny area
on fair days, orgplaced under the semi-shelter on rainy days. This solution makes
sand play possible all year round, indoors and out of doors. V
Some children still desire closer contact with the sand. This is achieved by actually
sitting in a sand box located directly on the ground. In this environment cra: ted by
the sand, an area of about 28 square feet per child is needed.23 The bounding ele-
ment of the group sand play ama has several functions.24 It should provide a sense
of physical enclosure, thereby preventing other activities from interrupting sand play.
lt should create a sense of security, protect the area against water drainage from ad-
iacent areas, and help contain the sand within the given area. ln constructing a
sand box, it is recommended that the floor be covered with brick or approxirnately
4" of gravel to facilitate drainage, and filled with l8"-24" of sand.25. See Figure
C-9.

Sand is a poor substance to play with when it is completely dry. It cannot be made
into pies or shaped like castles. lt is also unplesant when this material is thrown

22 E.F. L., Patterns for Designig ChiIdren's Centers, p. 75.
_

23 rbaa., p. 76. ·
24 rbra., p. 77.
25 Leeper, Da les, Skipper, and Witherspoon, Good Schools for Young Children

(New York, the MacMillan Company, l968), p. 3'l8.
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about. Therefore, it should be kept reasonably damp. Because it is desirable to
keep sand somewhat moist, water and sand areas should be located near each other.
The source for water should be at a suitable height for children, 2' -0" above the
ground.26 In addition, the water source should not flow directly into the sand
area, but should be adjacent to it, simply for the purpose of filling containers.

Actirg

The designer should never forget about the dreamy and imaginative play which often
involves acting. Young children generally enjoy directing their attention towards
mother,. father, doll and the like. Also, a visit to the hospital, a dentist, or some-
thing similar, which does not occur every day, can be the subject for acting. This
type of acting does not require earlier preparation, as the dia logue develops spon-
taneously. Games which involve acting require an adequate amount of outdoor play
space. For this reason, private play niches should provide scenery, partitions, and
wendy houses so that a background will be provided for these games of fantasy.
These partitions or backdrops constructed of wood or concrete with round or square
holes penetrating the skin, form the right surfaces for pat-ball. They may also be
used for "hide-and-seek" and for crawling through when the area is not being used ‘
for acting. Play niches and hollows make the games varied and exciting.

Animals and Plants

Animals and plants need gentle care and freedom so they may grow properly. The
reason for introducing them within the environment of a kindergarten or nursery
school is to provide children with the opportunity of gaining knowledge, under-
standing, and an appreciation of living things. Therefore, the design of animal
or plant environments should allow close contact with the children, but minimize
the amount of disturbance created through this contact.
Animals should be placed out of the main circulation paths of the playground. It
is necessary to provide an area where animals and children can play together. Be-
cause animals tend to get injured accidentally when a child tries to catch them for
placement back into their cages, this area should be small enough to allow for
capture of the pet.27 See FigureC-l0. A viewing area should be provided for those
26 E. F. L., Patterns for Designigg Children°s Centers, p. 78.27 gg, p. 66.
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pets that cannot be taken from their cages. This designated area minimizes the ten-
dency for a child to poke at the cage to stimulate the animal into view or action.
Seating near the cages encourages quiet viewing. In addition, elbow space around
the cage will help keep the children's hands away from the animals. See Figure C-I].
Young people should be made aware of the special experiences which come from
having plants in their lives. They can leam the cycle of seed, seedling, cutting,
plant, flower and tree.28 Soon they will discover that each stage of growth has
the generating capacity to develop the new shoots which soon become the beginning
of a new plant. Outdoor play areas add a greater challenge for a child experimen-
tation. The outdoor environment allows the user to graw a wider variety of vegeta-
tion. The area for gardening should be divided into plots of about 2' -6" wide by
8' —0" in length.29 Paths constructed of brick or stone which dry quickly after it
rains or snows allows children to work without stepping into the planted areas.
See Figure C-]2.

U (

By using the schoolyard as an outdoor classroom, children in kindergarten or nursery
school begin to recognize colors, shapes, textures, sounds, see how insects, birds, 4
squirrels, and other animals live within their natural environment.

Preliminary Designs ‘

The Fall Quarter of ]972 represents a period of time when this researcher was involved
in observing and gathering data about the kindergarten and nursery school children at
the V. P. l. Laboratory School. This study pennitted me to develop an insight into
their normal daily schedules. Supplementary feedback fram the Child Development
Department at V. P. I. proved to be a positive aid. The culmination of this research
is represented by three preliminary design proposals for this experimental school.
I appraached this preliminary design phase by dividing a given play space into seven ·
areas or elements. These divisions are represented by: structured, unstructured,
passive, individual, water play, gardening, and animal nodes. All elements noted
above appear in the preliminary desigm. Their locations and interrelationships
differ threrby creating varrying spaces and circulation patterns.

28 The Yearbook of Agriculture, Landscag for Livigg, (Washington, D.C. , Depart-
ment of Agriculture, I972), p. 260.

29 E. F. L., Patterns for Designirg Children's Centers, p. 85.
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The structured area is represented by playground equipment not easily moved by the
u

would-be users. The pieces of apparutus are either anchored to the ground, or are
so-heavy that they prohibit relocation from one sight to another. A iuxtaposition
of platforms, Iadders, swings, slides, or poles is representative of those elements‘ contained within the structured area. -

Soft surfaced areas with moveable equipment rmdily available to the children shall
be defined as the unstructured element. The opportunity to build structures, spaces,
or sculptural forms by using simple elements is at hand in this area of the play envi-I
ronment. The portability of this equipment allows these activities to occur within
the classroom during inclement weather. _

For convenience, passive and individual play areas shall be grouped together in this ‘
definition. Both elements connote quite spaces, located away from the mainstream

I
I

of traffic. For those children who desire the tranquility of being alone, or who wish
to play quietly in groups of twos or threes, such areas are a necessity in a well de- _

~ signed playground. '
A

Waterplay, gardening, and animalareas satisfy the need for explorution, and pro-
vide the children the opportunity to study, and hopefully to appreciate nature. Such
activities stimulate an appreciation for what surrounds them, and create an aware-
ness of the mysteries of life. I

These three preliminary designs were presented to my thesis committee in the Spring
of l973. This generated additional input and criticism which were later to result in
a fourth schematic plan. This same committee deemed it desimble to present these
four probable solutions to the Department of Nlanagement, Housing and Family De-I
velopment. See Appendix F. I commenced my meeting with this group of people

I
U

by distributing a pre-printed questionnaire (See Appendix G) expressing a desire to
gain fresh insight to a problem more closely related to the discipline of architecture.
All drawings uses in the presentation were displayed for a period of one week, there-
by al-lowing closer and more careful scrutinization by the audience.
Fifteen questionnaires were left with the department, however, thirty-five were re-
turned at the end of the week. Of the thirty-five questionnaires returned, only seven
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I
represented staff members of the Child Development Department who were directly
involved with the presentation. The rernaining data sheets were answered by Child
Development students, not all of whom were present during my presentation. In
addition to their absence at this meeting, an inability to read architectural drawings

. is exemplified by their answers.

ß The reader should refer to Appendix G to see how the thirty—five individuals responded
to the short answer questions. Here is a summary of these arswers which will heighten
the reader's ability to understand the impact this questionnaire had an the final de-
sign. Plan No. l (See Appendix F and Figure l ) best solves the problem of cir-
culation. The most interesting spaces and desirable relationships between play nodes l

.
are recognizable. The location of the propased semi—shelter, adiacent to the existing
school facilities, poses a problem of not allowing enough natural daylight to pene-
trate the interior spaces. The congregation of many children, at one time beneath
or around the semi—shelter, suggests that the noises generated by these individuals
will interfere with the classes in or near this location. This same plan has the most
desirable balance between green (soft surface) spaces and harder surfaced areas re- ‘

presented by concrete, asphalt and brick pavers. Most of the individuals responding
stressed the fact that large expanses of soft surfaces were necessary for groupactivities.
It is interesting to note the negative reactions regarding the waterpool. The maiority
of data sheets stated that exposure to water was a positive attribute, however, close
and constant supervision was necessary, so as to prevent iniuries or death. Children
between the ages of three and five may drown in as little as three inches of water.
Though the size of the waterpool in Plan No. l seemed most desirable, the presence
of such an activity was not regarded as an essential element for the well-planned
playground.

Construction of Protityü Playground Equipment .

Having concluded this preliminary design phase of the proiect, it seemed necessary
to build and test full scale playground equipment suitable for use by pre-elementary
school children. The protatype pieces of equipment developed must be classified
as single-purpose and multi—pur·pose apparutus. Single—purpose equipment are re-
presented by simple geometric forms, l' -4" and 2' —0" cubes, and triangular solids
with all Iegs except the hypotenuse being 2' -0“. See Appendix H . These modular
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elements were intended to be used in the unstructured segment of the playground, with ·
the hope of satisfying the children's desire for adventure, while at the same time pro-
viding- a true sense of achievement. Through group cooperation, imaginative play-
forms develop, thus creating a sense of satisfaction shared by all the children involved
in the activity.

Multi-purpose equipment is represented by more complex elements. Slides, ladders,
tunnels and platfonns combined to form a single piece of apparatus. See Appendix H.
The equipment was designed to be used in a stationary position out of doors, however,
with little difficulty, it could be transported to an interior play space.
A grant issued by the Department of Architecture enabled me to proceed with the pr·o-
duction of specific kinds of prototype playground equipment. Due to a lack of time
and funding, I was unable to build all the prototype elements previously designed.
However, between May I4 and June 3, l973, tweniy-one cubes and triangular solids,
two ramps and a combination pipe and net structure (See Appendix I) were constructed
and ready for testing.

The cubes and triangular solids were constructed of S" particleboard. Six cubes
measured 2"-O" x 2' —0" x 2' -0",and weighed 54 pounds each. Nine other cubes
measured l'-4" x l'-4" x I'-4", and each weighed 22} pounds. Thetriangularsolids

measured 2 ' -0" on all legs except the hypotenuse which was 2' -I0" and
weighed 50 pounds. Rabbit ioints (See Figure I-I) strengthened the geometric fomrs.
The particleboard elements were assembled using combinations of waterproof glu_e,
finished nails and small wooden blocks glued to the inside comers of each form. All
exterior comers were rounded smooth, thus lessening the possibility for iniuries.
A primer coat of paint prepared the surfaces for an application of red, orange, yellow,
and white exterior paint.

The ramp structure was a combination of two similar ä" particleboard elements, one
being a 6' -0" long x 2' -0" wide x 2' -0" high inclined plane. The second element
consisted of another inclined plane, Ameasuring the same as the first, however, a
2' -0" x 2' -0" x S" platform attached to the top of the surface acted as an extension
of the ramp. The inclined surfaces of the ramp and the plan spanning ore ramp to
the other were covered with a rubber mat, thereby creating a slip-free surface. See
Appendix I for detailed drawings depicting the construction of this play apparatus.
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The 2' -0" x 2° -0" x ä" platfann was secured to one inclined plane by the means of
piano hinges, and when extended fully in a horizontal position, it rested an a
wooden ledger, attached to the surface of the other ramp and was secured tightly
by two fence door hooks. See Figure I-3. When not in use, the platfann folded
downward, assuming a vertical position, thereby diminishing its mass, which in
tum allowed it to be stored in a smaller area. Ta further reduce the square footage
needed ta store this piece af equipment, the inclined surface of one ramp could be
stacked an top af the inclined surface of the other ramp, thereby constructing a
rectangular solid. Such a shape could easily be accommodated in a typical storage
area.

The pipe structure was built af l" diameter and 2" diameter galvanized pipe. See
Figure I-4. The pipes were welded together with the finished product being two
similar but opposite hand structures which, when ioined together by slipping the
bottom pipes into each other, formed the completed skeleton frame. The fact that
this large apparatus needed ta be stored under shelter was the determining criterian
for building the skeleton in two parts. The net was designed by intertwining 2"
diameter rope in such a way that a l2" square pattem developed. Some af the squares
were purposely made ta be flexible so that when the children placed a foot ar arm
into that area, they would experience a situation which would differ from that of
placing an appendage in a rigidly constructed square module. As shown in Figure

b I-4, the net was secured to all four camers af the bottom card and draped over the
topmost horizontal pipe member. Such a configuration permitted an unlimited amount
af activities ta occur simultaneausly.

Testig the Pratotype Playground Eguigment

June 4, l973, was the day the playground equipment would undergo testing. All
tests were conducted between 3:30 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. That period of time was al-
lated to the nursery and kindergarten children everyday for play. All data were col-
Iected by the means af a video tape machine and through the use af cameras. Children's
reactions were recorded in the data charts shown in Appendix K. lt is important to
note that at no time did the supervisors ar this researcher interfere with the chi|dr·en's
activities, except if a dangerous situation seemed imminent. Following the first
three days af abservation, a period of eight days elapsed when no data were callected.
There was no further interruption during the rernaining seven days of testing.
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Feedback From the Supervisors at the V. P. I. Laboratory School
Having collected and recorded data from the field, it was then necessary to seek feed-
back from the supervisors at the V. P. I. Laboratory School. Seven individuals were
interviewed, all of whom observed the children during the nineteen days of testing.
Three of the seven supervisors believed the cubes and the triangular solids were the
most beneficial pieces of equipment for the children. They came to this conclusion
by stating, "They provide the most play possibilities, pennit the children to build
three dimensional structures, while at the same time creating interesting and imagina-
tive spaces, but most important of all, they require less supervision than all of the
other pieces of playground equipment." All respondents agreed that the sizes of the
cubes and triangular solids used in the test were easily handled by all participants on
the playground. Though the weight of the three different elements were found to be
acceptable, it was suggested that it would be interesting to see how the children
would react to forms that could not be moved; while on the other hand, it was sug-
gested that super light elements be introduced to the play yard. Five out of seven
individuals believed there was no need to provide a recessed handle for the cubes _
or triangular solids, which could assist in the lifting of these objects. Handling and
moving the geometric fonns as they were presented in this test enabled the children
an opportunity for experimentation. Painting the twenty-one fomrs different colors

I
(red, orange, yellow,_ and white) registered little if any reaction by the children.
Perhaps, more extensive observation, specifically geared to testing color preferences,
would need to be conducted if meaningful data related to this subject were desired.
One supervisor replied that the romp was most desirable. "The angle of the ramped
surface, height, and rubber-covered surfaces were found to be ideal." The only
major drawback was found to be in the way the horizontal platform locked to the
ramp.

The three people who felt most positive about the pipe and the net structure believed
it provided many ways of expressing one's imagination while at play. The height and
the shape of the pipe structure was found to be desirable. Two supervisors believed _
the frame could be a possible cause for accidents. "A fall from the net could result
in a blow to the head or neck due to the exposed steel frame. " One person respond- ,

I

ing to my questionnaire felt this play apparatus required more supervision than the
other- pieces of equipment- tested.



CHAPTER THREE

PROBLEM SOLUTION

The testing of all prototype playground equiament along with the preliminary presen-
tation of four schematic desigrs for the proposed outdoor play space at the V. P. I.I
Laboratory School, provided the necessary data required to create the final design
for this experimental institution. All exterior spaces have been defined by six inch
high concrete walls, thus separating one play pattem from another. The type of
play or activity occurring within a designated space shall be defined as a node. Six
nodes occur in the final solution. The type of node and the pattem occurring within
the node will assist the reader in seeing how the space as a whole functions.
The structured play node encompases the most ground area for any given node in this

- play space. An amorphus looking earth mound 3' -0" in height defines the type of
activity occurring within this space. A multi-level system of wooden platfonrrs, ramps,
column·supported beams and a net structure provides many different types of physical
activity for these yound people. Two tunnels extending from one end of the hill to
the other allows the children to explore an unusual space. Weather treated blocks
of varrying heights serve as a pemranent separater between this node and the space
allocated for group activities. ~

‘ A concrete formed tunnel spans from the structured play node the the unstr·uctured play
node. This unstructured play environment is surfaced with tanbarl<. This bar·l<-like
material promotes rapid drainage and provides a soft play surface which will reduce
the ever common playground iniury. A rubber—surfaced ramped structure (See Figure
I-3) and twenty-one brightly-colored cubes and triangular solids (See Figure I—I andl—2) provides the would-be user with an infinite number of play possibilities. The
presence of two shade trees heightens the comfort level for the children during the
late spring and summer months. As in the structured play area, a system of multi-
level weather-treated wooden walls separates this node from the group play area.l
The grouping of the small water play area with the passive sand play node, and the

g brick surfaced stage and individual play node suggests a strong physical relationship.
The passive play area is the central focal point within this entire grouping. A solid
wall physically separates this space from wading pool. Small openings between the
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walls separating the sand and individual play nodes allows for an undisturbed circula-
tion flow between these two spaces. The brick-surfaced stage is defined by four-
six inch high circular platforms superimposed upon one another.

The nature node is made up of two major areas, the garden plots, and animal enclosures.
The gardening area permits the pre-elementary school children to experience manyl
natural phenomenon. Brick pavers create a system of walkways which by its very

_ design influences the shapes of the different gardens. Two animal shelters placed
within a larger grass-surfaced enclosure encourages the interaction between the chil-
dren and the many different kinds of domesticated animals which could be housed
within these two spaces. Fences surrounding this node discourages the overlap of dif-
ferent play patterns with the patterns occurring within this particular node.
A rubberized coated asphalt tricycle path encircles the free play area, the structured
play node, the unstructured play node and the sand node, water node, individual _
play node and stage grouping. The transition between the tricycle path and the ex-
isting classrooms is made by the presence of a poured concrete surface. A matrix-
like design has been created by the introduction of wooden divider strips. Structured
above this concrete surface is a heavy timber, post and beam semi-shelter. That part
of the semi-shelter most adjacent to the existing classrooms is pemranently covered,
thus providing the opportunity of utilizing that outdoor play space during inclement
weather. Directly next to the semi-shelter is a tri-level conversation pit, shadedI
by a dominant nut tree.

The perimeter of this new play environment is defined by combination of deciduous
I

trees and smaller fruit bearing trees. Two temporary shelters and one permanent
shelter have been strategically located to permit the storage of all play apparatus
and maintenance equipment. A wooden fence made up of vertically oriented wooden
slats, used to block the direct view of an existing parking lot in conjunction with a
second wooden supported fence with a chain link infill discourages unauthorized
trespassing.

Referal to Appendix O will permit the reader the opportunity of seeing the final
graphic presentation for the V. P. I. Laboratory School Playground.



CHAPTER FOUR

CONCLUSIONS

Play is the means by which children leam about themselves and the world around them.
In mastering of familiar situations and in leaming to cope with newer ones, the chiId's
intellect and persanality grow. Children have different bodily and mental needs, all

- of which vary from one indiv_iduaI to another. Having completed an exhaustive study
of child behavior, which enabled me to determine those patterns most Iikely to occur
in a play environment, I wish to draw attention to those findings which have proven
most noteworthy. These findings are by no means conclusive. Rother, they are a
step in the direction towards learning more about children and the spaces and equip-l
ment they require for play.

I

‘ The V. P. I. Laboratory School in Blacksburg, Virginia, is an institution where ex-
perimental leaming processes occur. The children who range in age from three to
seven are divided into class designations, the nursery school and kindergarten. One-

· fourth of the children's normal daily activities is concemed with free outdoor play.
This one hour period of unstwctured play occurs upon an open piece of ground, ad-
iacent to their classrooms. lt is this playground and the negative environment created
by it that I wish to expand upon.

”

P The existing playground does not function adequately at the time of this writing.I
Eighty percent of the alloted play space is covered with gnass. Precipitation which
falls on the ground is absorbed like a sponge. The inability for this water to clrain
off and away from this area defined as the playground limits the possibilities for play
considerably. Therefore, quite often the children are obliged to play on the remain-
ing 20 percent of ground covered by a thin concrete slab. This being the case, a
concemed observer immediately becomes aware of the apparent circulation problem.
Pedestrian traffic from one area often intersects and overlaps that of another space.
Thus, the need for the creation of specifically designated play nodes, as exemplified
in my final playground design (See Appendix O ) becomes necessary.

The playground equipment which may be found at this school lacks the ability to
stimulate the young users. The failure to promote spontaneity among these children
is detrimental to their growth. The lack of equipment and apporatus in the playground
often prolonged the need for sharing and turn taking. This negative factor impedes
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self expression, frustrates the enlightened child, and causes an excessive amount of
unnecessary argumentation and disruption among playmates. Once again, the final
design here proposed, (See Appendix O ) stresses the importance of introducing
playground equipment which promotes either individual or group play.

A need to re-evaluate the typical program prescribed for the nursery school and kinder-
garten children has been a paramount concem of mine. By incorporating a pemranent
semi-shelter which would protect its inhabitants from the elements, and an amphi-
theatre which attempis to congregate groups of individuals for lectures or presentation
purposes, many activities once considered suitable for only interior spaces may occur
out-of-doors. The walls of a classroom too often hamper the childs needs to expand
both mentally and physically. The sense of beyondness which is experienced in ex-
terior spaces heightens one's imagination, and stimulates all the senses.

The necessity to collect data from the parents of the children enrolled in the V. P. I.
Laboratory School, and from staff members of the Department of Child Developmentu I
through the use of quesionnnaires permitted this researcher to develop a sensitivity and
insight into the existing play patterns which occur daily at this experimental school
Feedback from these individuals answered questions or solved problems which under
normal circumstances would be more difficult to obtain. A careful analysis of the‘ data made this researcher aware of the needs of those pupils enrolled in the school _
and dictated the initial design criteria.

A formal presentation of four contrasting preliminary schemes for the proposed redesign
of the V. P. I. Laboratory School to my client, the Department of Child Development,
allowed me to receive very pertinent criticism. This critique suggested a synthesis of
all positive factors represented in these four schematic designs. Such a synthesis is
depicted by the final design for the playground at the V. P. I. Laboratory School.

The funding granted this researcher to test prototype playground equipment, and record
the reactions of the users permitted the inherent design flaws to be exposed. No
longer did this researcher have to draw conclusions through the means of hypothesis.
The practice of paper architecture ceased to exist; rather, the realities of a true-to-
life situation prevailed. Havlng made a thorough analysis of all recorded data re-
sulting from thls experiment, I wish to express some conclusions regarding the different
elements and whole apparatus tested.
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The 2'—O" x 2' —0" x 2' -0" cubes, l' -4" x l'-4" x l'-4" cubes and triangular solids
met all of my expectations. The l' —4" x l'

—4“
x l'—4" cubes should have been

lighter in weight. Such elements with a weight of 22% pounds each proved too much
for the children to handle. The scale of this object was such that a young child could
eadily grasp two sides of the form. They were able to lift the object, but could not
walk with it. This factor frustrated the children's play slightly, but at the same time
created a group learning experience for them. The supervisors from the Department of
Child Development expressed disenchontment with these twenty-one elements when
they had to store them. The weight and bulkiness complicated their endeavors con-
siderably. A well designed dolly which could be used in the transportation of these
fomns would decrease the work outpur of these supervisors drastically.

A drawback of these elements observed by this researcher concerns the hardships placed
upon grassed surfaces. The wide mass of these elements blocked the rays of the sun ·
from exposing itself to the gruss below. Unless these objects are frequently rotated
from one area to another, this very real problem will persist. As an alternative, the
forms could be located upon a bed of sand. This idea has its drawbacks too. Moist
sand easily adheres to any hard surfaced area, which in tum produces an abrasive
action when skin comes in contact with it. A thick bristled brush used to eradicate
these particles of sand from the geometric foms would make this alternative playsight
quite workable.

The namped structure met only some of my pre-detennined expectations. AII activities
which occurred upon the ramps and bridge spanning the two ramps showed imagination
and enthusiasm. l was, however, expecting the users of this play apparatus to separate
the ramps and to use them individually. Such an action would have enabled the
children to experience many more play possibilities. This separation of components

· did not occur for the most part due to the over protectiveness of the supervisors. Many
times the locks securing the components to each other were undone. However, the
separation of the ramps caused all activities to stop abruptly so that the components
could be joined once again. This action put a damper on the many spontaneous ways
the children may have been able to express themselves with this apparatus.

The net and pipe structure promoted an extensive amount of self expression, while at
the same time testing the children's physical prowess. Having to secure the net
rigidly to the top pipe supports decreasing the structures portability. This action was
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necessary so that the children could utilize the full potential this play apparatus pos-
sessed. A new approach to the design of such equipment with an implicit need for
portability seems necessary.

A fall from the net causing bodily contact with the pipe frame represents a major s
design flaw. The need for a protective wrapping over and around these exposed metalV
surfaces is essential. A rubberized jacket could easily be fabricated, thereby solving
this problem._

The design and testing of all the prototype playground equipment did not affect the
final design for the V. P. I. Laboratory School in its entirety, but rather influenced
many of the individual components found within this completed solution. Through
observation, guidelines were developed which established a criteria that would in-
fluence future designs of playground equipment and apparatus. The expectations,
abilities, and limitations of children were measured and recorded. lt must be stressed
that such data do not solely dictate how one should design geometric play modules or ‘

ramped structures, but rather provide answers for some of the following questions.-
How much weight should a four-year old child be able to lift? What should be the
height differences between varying platforms oriented horizontally to the ground?
At what height is a child able to jump safely to the ground, without incurring injury?
What psychological factors inhibit a young persons ability to climb heights? Answers
to these questions and many more not mentioned wi ll establish a direction for the de-
signer of outdoor play spaces.

Future implications for this thesis study are many. Students concemed with the evolu-
tion of outdoor play environments may draw upon the research done and data collected
from this investigation. Such students may even wish to carry this very study on further,”
and in doing so, investigate alternative solutions. The researcher sees this thesis as
mer·ely a beginning in the overall study of the patterns which influence the play spaces
and equipment used by pre-elementary school children. lf the opportunity avails it--
self, I wish to pursue this study through the use of either federal or personal funds, or
by creating a relationship between myself and a second party concemed with the
betterment of our exterior environment.
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Recommendations for Future Work

The following outline is directed towards any individual who wishes to pursue the
thoughts and philosophies expressed in this report. Looking back on my study in
retrospect, many alternative directions may have been pursued. I do not regret the
direction I followed. I simply wish to express my opinions regarding one's approach
to this study, and provide positive input for those interested in matters conceming
child behavior.

l. Visit many contrusting playgrounds.

2. Arrunge meetings with manufacturers who produce playground equipment. Seek
.to find their philosophies and thoughts, and leam how these embryonic ideas
become reality. A

3. Neverallow personal preferences to completely dictate design criterio. Both
”

schematic and final designs should represent the needs of the user, in this in-
stance, the children.

_ 4. When proceeding to research this subject, or related ones, attain feedback from
many varying disciplines. A broad spectrum of thoughts and viewpoints is alwoys
desiruble.

I
5. Receive feedback from those individuals who are to benefit from your services,

· V namely young children between the ages of three and seven. -
6. When testing experimental or presently proven pieces of playground apparutus,

attempt to expose such objects to children of different socio-economic
backgrounds. A

7. Test prototype play equipment in as many spaces accessable to young children.
For example: churchyards, nursery school and kindergartenplaygrounds, parks,
neighborhool play spaces, etc.

. 8. Testing should be conducted with both sex groups. Test boys only and girls only,
then mix the sexes and compare results.

9. Color preference tests should be conducted in the following manner:
cr. Conduct the first test allowing the equipment or apparwatus to bear its naturul

color or colors.
· b. Paint all elements white.
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c. Paint all elements a single primary color.
d. Test and record childrens reactions by painting different elements contrasting [

colors.

IO. · The prototype playground equipment presented in this report should undergo
further testing. ‘

a. Add weight to the 2' -O" x 2' -O" x 2' -O" cubes.
b. Diminish the weight from the I'-4" x I'-4" x I'-4" cubes.I
c. lntroduce a cube measuring I'-O" x I' —O" x I'-O". Such a module would

more closely relate to the
2‘

-O" x 2' -O" x 2' -O" cube. Four small objects
when grouped together would equal one large form.

d. Different shaped objects (rectangles, circles, and parallelograms) should be
° · expcsed to the children.

e. The ramps used in this study may have registered different reactions had they
. been designed longer, or narrower or both.

I
° f. The pipe and net structure may have allowed this researcher to record dif-

ferent observations had the design been altered in the following ways:
I) Provide smaller squares within the rope grid module, thereby not perrnit-

ting a small foot to penetrate through this webbed surface.
2) Design a rope grid system utilizing larger squares than I'-O" x I' -O".

· 3) Anchor each comer of each square to a rigid frame.
4) Create a rope surface using diamonds as the repetitive motif rather than

squares. '
I

II. Build andtest the prototype pieces of playground equipment used in my study or
other apparatus with different materials. See how children react to light weight
concrete, foam, many plastic derivitives available, mbber, etc.

I2. More tests of playground equipment which consider one's imagination, not in-
l

telligence, may be desirable when observing child behavior.
I

I3. Due to a limited budget and lack of time, many other prototype play objects
designed by this researcher and thought beneficiol for children's play, were
never built and tested. Such action could provide noteworthy results.



APPENDIX A

SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE TO THE PARENTS WHOSE CHILDREN
ARE ENROLLED AT THE V. P. I. LABORATORY SCHOOL

S.A.: Strongly Agree „
A. : Agree

, N. : Neutml · ’
· D. : Disagree

S. D.: Strongly Disagree °

This questionnaire is only applicable to parents with children between the ages of4 and 7.

I. Sex: . ll l
4 2. Age: 4

4 3. What doyour children like to do most when they are at home? ~

4. While at home what do they play with?

I
_ 5. What activities do they engage in outdoors?

I

6. How long is your child's attention span? ................................
· S.A. A. N. D. S.D.

4 7. Does he like to play withsand?8.
Doeshehaveasandboxathome? .... .... .... .... .... .

9. Is he allowed to play with water at home? .... . . . . .... . . . . ....
IO. Do you mind if he gets wet while playing
withwater?ll.

Would you mind sending dry clothing For
him to change into if he gets wet in school? .... . . .

‘.
I.... . . . . .... 4

I2. Do you dislike climbing equipment? .... . . . . .... . . . . ....

E
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S.A. A. N. D. S.D.
U

I3. How highdo you think the climbing .
equipment should be? .... . . . . .... . . . . ....

I4. Do you mind if he gets sand all over his
clothing while playing in the sand? .... . . .... . . . . ....

· I5. Does your child like wheeled toys? .... . . . . .... . . . . ....
I6. Does he like to ridea tricycle? .... .... .... .... ....
I7. Does he play outside when itmins?I8.

Does he play outside when it snows? .... . . . . .... . . . . ....
I9. Does he want to play outside after it

~ rainsorsnows?
‘20.Does your child havea pet? ·
2]. ls he afruid ofarlimals? .... . .... ...l.
22. Is he interested in flowers and planis? .... . . . . .... . . . . ....°
23. Does your child prefer to be alone while

playing? .... .... .... .... .... -



APPENDIX B

RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRES FROM THE PARENTS WHOSE ‘
CHILDREN ARE ENROLLED AT THE V. P. I. LABORATORY SCHOOL ·

Moming

GroupNumberof questionnaires given to parents: 27
Number of questionnaires retumed : I2 · I

Atternoon Group A
Number of questionnaires given to parents: 20 ‘
Number of questionnaires retumed : I5

3. What do your children like to do most when they are at home?
s Moming Group: play with tpg dolls art work looking at·bool<s· 4 3 3 3 I

the rest: watch TV., build with blocks, play with doll-
houses, etc. '

· Aftemoon Group: play watch TV. A swirg lookirg at books t _
8 5 3 3

the rest: climb trees, play in mud, etc.

4. While at home what do theyplay with? E

Nloming Group: tricycle dollhouse dolls books Emes colorig books ‘
4 3 5 5 3 3

the rest: blocks, cars, croyons, colored pencils, etc.
Aftemoon Group: tricycle tpys Emes

6 6 4 2
the rest: dolls, cars, schoolhouse, jump rope, etc.

5. _ What activities do they engage in outdoors?
Moming Group: play with sand swipg bigyclipg play with friends

5 5 7 4 6
the rest: riding wheeled toys, climbing, running, dolls, etc.
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Ättemoon Group: tricycle runniggn
I

IO 8 2
the rest: toys, play with soil, plants, animals, etc.

· 6. ‘ How long is your chiId's attention span?
Moming Group: i hour I5-60* minutes 60 minutes don't know y3 2 2 2

varies with activities
, 2 _

Aftemoon Group: 5 minutes i hour 2-3 hours don't know
I 2 I

I
IO ”

7. Does he like to play with sand? V
_

lg E2 Sometimes
Moming Group: I2 O O ,
Aftemoon Group: II I 3 · ß ·

8. Does he have a sand box at home?

& & ·I
. Moming Group: IO 2 '_‘

Aftemoon Group: 2, I3 l
I

9. Is he allowed to play with water at home? I
·

E E Sometimes ’

Moming Group: 8 I 3
Atternoon Group: 5 9 I , ~

IO. Do you mind if he gets wet while playing with water?
E _l;k>_ Neutrol

Moming Group: 2 9 I
Aftemoon Group: 9 6 O

II. Would you mind sending dry clothing for him to change into ii he gets wet in
schw'? _\2s_ Ni Neutral
Moming Group: 2 9 I
Aftemoon Group: 7 6 0 -
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I2. Do you dislike climbing equipment? ’

X2 §¤
Moming Group: 3 9
Aftemoon Group: 5 8

I
I3. How high do you think the climbing equipment should be?

Morning Group: 5' -O" 6'-O" 6'-O" - 8'-O" 9'·O" don't know
4 4

I
I I 3 .

Aftemoon Group: 2' -O" 5' -·0" — 6' —O" not too high don't know ,
I I 4 8

I4. Do you mind if he gets sand all over his clothing while playing in the sand? -
I2 .*;*2

Moming Group: 2 IO
I

Aftemoon Group: 5 IO - _

I5. Does your child like wheeled toys?

XSE Iris
Morning Group: II I _ —

Aftemoon Group: I5 O I A

I6. Does he like to ride a tricycle? l
°

E ä Sometimes
Moming Group: II I O

6
‘

Aftemoon Group: I4 O I

I7. Does he play outside when it mins? J
Q E2 Sometimes

Morning Group: 2 4 6
Aftemoon Group: 0 · I5 0 .

‘ 6
I8. Does he play outside when it sna~vs? V ·

tlg Sometimes „
Morning Group: 8 I 3
Aftemoon Group: 5 7 3
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I9. Does he want to play outside after it rains or snaws?V
E & Sometimes °

Moming Group: IO O 2
Aftemoon Group: I2 I 2 „

20. Does your child have a pet?
°

X2 _l:I_o_ Sometimes
Moming Group: 6 6 O _

I

Aftemoan Group: IO 4 I ‘
I

2l. Is he afroid of animals? I

Les _lio_ Sometimes
Moming Group: 0 9 3 _
Aftemoan Group: 5 7 . 3

22. Is he interested in flowers and plants?
lei I:l_o_ Sometirres

Morning Group: II O I
Aftemoon Group: IO I 4 l

23. Does your child prefer to be alone while playing?I
E I3 Sometimes

Moming Group: 0 9 3
Aftemoon Group: 2 6 7
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BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR THE DESIGN OF A PLAYGROUND
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APPENDIX D

ANALYSIS OF THE PHYSIOÄL FACTORS AFFECTING BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA
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Figure D-1. — A Comparison of the Average Temperatures for Five Years in
_ Blacksbumg, Virginia.
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_ APPENDIX E
EXISTI NG PLAYGROUND AT THE V. P. I. LABORATORY SCHOOL
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- APPENDIX F

A SCHEMATIC DESIGNS FOR THE V. P. I. LABORATORY SCHOOL PLAYGROUND
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APPENDIX G

SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE AND RESPONSES FROM THE STAFF

OF THE DEPA RTMENT OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT ·

l. Name:

2. Background:

3. What plan best solves the problem of circulation? I6 7 2 4
A 4. Which plan creates the most desirable spaces?I5

6 4 5

5. Which plan represents the best relationship between «
the different play nodes?·

IO l0 6 4

6. Which plan has the best relationship between
theexistingstructureand the newproposed semi-shelter? IO 5 6 7

7. Does one plan appear to have a better balance of green
(soft surface) in comparison with the hardersurfacedareas?

If so, which plan? 14 8 5 2

8. Having evoluated the different solutions, whichplando
you feel is the most successful? I5 6 6 2

9. Is there a need for any additions or deletions in that plan chosen in question
No. 8?

A

IO. If in your opinion none of the plans are successful, are there any segments of
”

the 4 plans presented which you believe have merit?

ll. I would appreciate any comments regarding the four solutions.
I

. -5l-



APPENDIX H

- PRELIMINARY DRAWINGS OF THE PROPOSED PROTOTYPE PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT
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APPE NDIX J . _
TESTING SCHEDULE

DATE DESGRIPTION OF TESTS PERFORMED

June 4 Twenty-one cubes and triangular solids fonning a mega
structure.

June 5 . Twenty-one cubes and triangular solids forming a mega
. structure.

”

June 6 Twenty—one cubes and triangular solids forming a linear
structure. _

June 7-'I7 No data were recorded.

June 18 All testing equipment remained unchanged from thel
previous day.

June W Twenty-one cubes and triangular solids creating three
different structures.

June 20 Twenty-one cubes and triangular solids creating a' single V
mass. Introduction of the ramp ·structure.

June 2] Geometric solids forming one mass and the ramp structure. '
Introduction of the pipe and net structure.

June 22 See June 2l.

June 23& 24 No testing, weekend.

June 25 All equipment left unstructured on the playground.

June 26 See June 25. _
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APPENDIX K

SAMPLE FIELD DATA SHEET

'I. Date: ’
· ........

2. Name of the object: ................................................... i
3. How many children are on the playground at this testing time? ...............A
4. How many children are playing with the object? ........
5. How many children are playing together as a group with the object? ........
6. How many children are still playing with it after:

3 minutes ........
5 minutes ........

TO minutes ........
I5 minutes ........

Yes No

7. Do me children come back to it? ..... .....

8. How often do they come back to it? .—........

9. If they come back, do they use it the same way? ..... .....

l0. Does the color make any difference? ..... .....
'|'|. How many children are indifferent? ..... .....

'2·
R·=·=·=*‘····==

„„„„:,„„•.„. ...........,
g look at ............

° sit on ............
stand on ............
push .......j.....
kick ............
climb ............
throw ............

' 'I3. Unexpected reactions and results:

-63-
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APPENDIX L
I

GRAPHIC TEST MODELS
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APPENDIX M

FIELD DATA

DAY I.

(See Figure L-I)

· The twenty-one cubes and triangular solids were arranged on the gruss at the V. P. I.
Laboratory School as shown in Figure l.-I. All nursery school and kindergarten chil-
dren were unaware of this experiment. When confronted with these geometric ele-
ments, eighteen of the twenty-four pupils reacted positively and became engaged _
in activity immediately. Six pupils reacted negatively and expressed an indiffer-
ence towards these new play obiects. The prime desire at the outset was to seek the
highest point of the structure. The most dominant boys iumped from that point to the
ground. Other activities that occurred were cruwling under blocks which created
a tunnel-like feeling, standing, sitting, laying, and rolling on blocks, slidingdown
the inclined face of the triangular solids, or iumping from one cube or triangular
solid to another when the distance separating them were not excessive. While all
these activities were taking place, most children were attempting to possess at least I
one element, thereby expressing their desire to signify ownership or identity of that
form.

_ Within seven minutes from the time the children began playing with this newly intro-
duced playground equipment, the geometric forms were being carried, rol led, and
pushed away from the center of the play space, where the initial design was located,
and dispersed all about the playground. Thirty minutes elapsed before the elements
were being moved again towards three differently located focal points. At each
node the children worked in pairs. Through close cooperation, a new structure atI
each focal point was created. The following Diagrurns illustrute the worl<ings of
the three independent groups, and the different phases they went through while seek-
ing cr final design. The dotted lines gruphically represent the circulation patterns.

-7I- .
I
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GROUP I °

Plan I Isomatric Drawing I

Plan 2 Isomefric Drawing 2 »

•••)~,~
¢"···—_"„_

Plan 3 lsomefric Drawing 3

- GROUP II

Plan I lsamotric Drawing I
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Plan 'I Isomafric Drawing l
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Plan 2 lsomatric Drawing 2
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DAY 2.

(See Figure L-4)
I
Once again, the geometric forms were oriented on the ground in a pre-designed
manner. The enthusiasm expressed by the children when confronted with this new ·
design showed no loss of interest in the equipment. Each child claimed possession
of a single form, and played with it in such a way that the original design remained
identifiable. The removal of one element from the overall form prompted nine other

. students to follow the same action. Periodic intervals of disinterest or boredom pre-
valied for the next thirty minutes. The pupils then requested the assistance of the _
supervisors to reassemble the elements in a new mega structure. The large blocks
were placed on top of each other while the inclined faces of the triangular solids
were placed on top of the blocks. The activities which occurred this testing day
did not differ greatly from the first day. The children did, however, develop a
game of hide and seek, using the geometric forms as their hiding places.

The following diagrams present the ways the children reacted towards the different

V parts of the given whole.

x' ‘>«
'

‘\

l NX \( \x
l

Plan l Isometric Drawing l

,=’”
I R

1I ‘
/

~ l' I
Plan 2 Isometric Drawing 2
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Plan 3 lsometric Drawing 3

The various ways the triangular solids were used as singleelements:#7

3;} Holding the triangle from the highest point
___,__„ -.....„l_ and pulling oneself up. ·

Sliding down the triangle on ones stomach. I

Climbing up a triangle by placing a foot at the
mid-point of the inclined surface.

(Q

_ wßÜ

Examples of play when a triangular solid and cube are used as a single composition.
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(See Figure L-7)

The geometric elements were anunged on the ground in a linear manner, creating
two platform levels. The reaction the children had towards this new form is shown
in the following circulation diagram.
The children would jump from the ground
to the upper most platfonn to the lower
platform, and from this lowest level to
the ground below. The platfomrs were

I

als used as a place to slide or sit on,
”” “—"”

commencing with a jump down to the ground. This long linear piece of sculpture
proved to be a fine screen for playing hide and seek.

A second significant activity which evolved while playing with this form shall be
signified as the rest-play pattem. A few children knelt on the platfonn with their

V

heads resting upon their hands, while other pupils assumed a varying number of
other napping positions on the same platform. There they would remain, with their
eyes closed, resting quietly for several moments. They would then jump or slide
from the platform, landing on the ground and rolling in the gruss. This play pattem
repeated itself a number of times. ‘

Thirty minutes elapsed after the children's initial exposure to this third design when
a relocation of the elements began to occur. One child attempted to balance a
triangular solid on its pointed end. Naturully he failed in his attempt. He soon
gained assistance from two playmates who helped steady the two ends of the element.
The child who initiated this activity placed a l' -4" x l'-4" cube on the leg of the
triangular solid which lay parallel to the ground. See the following diagrum:
He then attempted to climb on top of this newly -
fonned structure while his playmates were con-
tinuing to steady the two sides. He failed in

Towards the end of the hour, a design using two triangular solids was created. One
triangular fonn was oriented on the ground with the hypotenuse leg facing downword.
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The second triangular solid was ploced adiacent to the first one with one of the two
equal legs lying on the gross. See the following diagmm: '

The children then assumed a reclining position
between the two elements.
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DAY ll. .

Eight days had passed since this researcher last observed the nursery school and
I

kindergarten children. The testing equipment was not moved from where it had been
left the previous day. At 3:30 p.m. twenty-three children entered the playground.
Ten minutes elapsed before three children began to react with the geometric fcmis.
Between the tenth and seventeenth minute, the children playing with the test equip-

‘ I
ment made no attempt to build structures from the single elements. Rother, these
pupi ls chase to push, and roll these objects, with an expressed·desire to show a
sense ef independence. lt is apparent that ten days of exposure to this test equip-
ment has decreased the novelty and newness that it once had.



DAY I2. 4

(See Figure L-9)

On this fifth day of observing the children, three different plans using the twenty- _
one elements were presented. The design which was created by using the 2' —O" x
2' —0" x 2' -0" cubes first attracted the chiIdren's interest. Of the nine children
present that day, six played constantly with Design No. I far the first ten minutes.
The six children involved with this structure reacted by iumping from one block to
another, iumping from one block to the ground below, or simply standing motion-
less on the ground between the vaids the blocks created.

Fifteen minutes after their initial exposure to these three plans, six of the nine
children began playing with Design No. 2. The I'-4" x I'-4" x I'-4" cubes fonned
o circular design, with a large centrolly enclosed space in the center. The pupils
spent five minutes walking in a clock-wise direction on top of the cubes. -When
this activity no longer held their interest, the children iumped into the circle fonned
by the elements, and each sat in front of a single cube. Three children attempted
to remove some of the blocks which fonned the circle, but were quickly told to re-
place them to their original position by their playmates. ‘

While the maiority of the class was playing with Design No. 2, the other children
were busily moving the 2' -0" x 2'

-0“
x 2'

-0“
cubes and triangular solids which

represented the components of the two other forms, and began to create their own
playscapes. The diagrums and isometric drawings below graphically represent the
chiIdren's new creations, and the ways they circulated about them.

PHASE I

W"
Plan I lsometricDr¤wing I I
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F 2 PHASE rr — I

·

„/_°",Plan2 Isometric Drawing 2

The arrow directed towards the top left comer oF the structure in Phase I indicates
where the children climbed up the structure. When leaving the structure, the _
children always iumped From the center block to the area on the ground surrounded
by the other two blocks; The diagram in Phase Il shows a ladder being used in the
comer which the children had been using For climbing. ·

The circle which was made up of only small cubes soon lost its appearance whensome
larger cubes were introduced. These large cubes replaced the smaller ones. The
children reacted to this change by climbing up the large cube and iumping into the
center of the circle. This pattern occurred Frequently.

The Followirrg plans and isometric drawings represent these changes the children
perFormed:

Q Ü eee—.—
/ 1I,

K,Ö Q O I
Plan I lsometric Drawing l
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DAY T3.

(See Figure L-lO) - -
Prior to the children's appearance onto the playground, the twenty-one geometric
elements were organized in a pyramid-like structure. In addition to the blocks, the
ramp was introduced for the first time this testing day. (See Figure L-I) for the re-
lationship of the blocks with the ramp.) Upon their arrival at the playground, the
ramp immediately caught their attention. The children reacted to this novel play
obiect in many ways. The children first used the ramp structure as a tunnel; nearly
every pupil crawled under the bridge. They then attempted to slide down the in-
clined surface of the ramp. Their attempts were impeded by the rubber mat that had
been permanently secured to that plane. Though the children were unable to slide
down the ramp, they did discover some irnaginative ways of playing with it. Some
children laid on their stomochs on the surface of the mat, the pulled themselves down
head first, while other pupils laid their backs on the mat, and pushed themselves
downward. When the total structure was unoccupied by the individuals using it,
some children ran up the inclined surface, passed over the platform, and continued
running down the other inclined plane.

The activities which _occurred on the ramp involved little or no tum taking. By the
time a child finished playing on the surface of this structure and retumed to the
starting point, it was his tum again. This eliminated any unnecessary pushing and
fighting.

Soon after the children began playing with the ramp, an excessive concentrated load
placed upon the platform spannirrg the two ramps caused I·he piano hinge connection
to fail. The bridge was removed but the ramps were still used as is depicted in the
diagram below. ‘
The children who were playing with the .
small cubes realized the play possibilitia”°° ”"°° ””nw·
carried, and rolled the cuba up one
surface of the ramp, and rolled the cubes down the opposite side.
Soon the children became aware of the fact that a dolly which was readily available
to them, would reduce their work effort. Pushing the dolly which was loaded with a
box to the top of the ramp required cooperation. Two children usually pushed the
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dolly up the ramp, while another child stationed at the top of the ramp would assist
his other two playmates unloading this dolly and would help push the cube down the
other-side.

After all the small cubes were pushed up the ramp and rolled down the opposite side ·
of the structure, the children began playing with rubber tires. Rolling the tires up

- the ramp required a group of two to four individuals to keep the tire in balance.
Cubes and triangular solids were used as platforrns for iumping to the ramp below.
These same geometric forms were also used as landing platfonns following an aggres-
sive run up the sloping plane. The diagrum below exemplifies this activity.

I \\ "’—~\
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DAY I4.

The pipe and net structure combination were introduced to the playscape this testing
day. The children were intrigued by this new play apparatus, and as a result paid
littleattention to the twenty-one geometric forms located nearby. The children dis-
covered a multitude of ways in which they could use this play structure. Often
while clumbing the net, the children would traverse the entire structure, taking a
momentary reprieve by resting upon the uppermost horizontal pipe member, centrally
located within the structure. Some students chose the option of climbing below the

· structure. The participant in this acticity pul led the net towards him, and with the
help of his feet, maneuvered himself about the play apparatus. The net itself was
not the sole provision for activity., The pipes and their connections functioned much
the same way as a iungle gym. The children were able to perforrn many acrobatic
maneuvers on this skeleton frame.

Positions assumed while resting upon the net varied from one child to another. Some
students hung upside down from the net, supporting themselves by their knees. Other
children laid upon the net with their arms and legs free to pennit maximum mobility.
By hanging below the net with their hands, a child could generate sufficient momen-V
tum to swing for several moments.

The ramp structure still supplied the nursery school and kindergarten children with
much fulfillment. The pupils continued to slide down the inclined surfaces. The

_ participants in this activity showed they had gained valuable experience from the
previous day. A child stationed at the foot of the ramp eased the problem in moving
along the inclined surface by pulling his playrnate towards the ground.
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DAY l5. _

Twenty-three children entered the playground this testing day. The platform span- r

ning the two namps was repaired by strengthening the connection between the particle-
board bridge and the piano hinge. The excessive slippage of the net upon the pipe
structure, which interfered with play on the previous day, was fixed by lashing the
net to the top pipe supports, thus making it fully rigid. Between five and twelve
children were seen on the net structure during the one-hour play session. New and

l

imaginative types of activity appeared this day. Somensaults were perfonned on the
net by grasping the edga of the rope grid, and revolving l80° to the ground below.
Ball throwing between playmates located at opposite ends of the net was recorded

l
l

as a new and popular activity during this play session.

Those individuals not concemed with the net and pipe structure could be found
playing with the ramp. With the bridge fully extended in a horizontal position,
many children were seen sitting, hiding, or crawling beneath this plane. The chil-
dren found the fence door-type locks, securing the bridge to the ramp very interest-
ing. They locked and unlocked these devices many times, until the supervisors re-
questedthis action to cease. Many of the activities the children perfomed on this
apparatus the pervious days reoccurred this fifteenth day of testing. The children
pushed and rolled the cuba from one end of the ramp to the other. They continued
to use the inclined surfaces for acrobatic maneuvers. An attempt to slide a °l'—4" x _
l'—4" x l·'-4" cube beneath the bridge failed due to a lack of sufficient cleamnce
between opposing ramps. They did however push two cuba to the sides of the plat-
form, thus creating a totally enclosed space. (See Diagram No. l.) Through this
space children crawled, hid, sat and rested. These cuba placed along sides of the
platfonn also extended the surface of that plane. This proved a beneficial aid for
those individuals concemed with the transportation of a rubber tire from one side
of the ramp to the other. With the removal of the two cuba flanking the platform,
tires were used to create round openings beneath the bridge. (See Diagram No. 2.)
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DAYS l8 AND l9.

Mast activities which the children experienced the past seventeen days reappeared
these two testing sessions. One new observation made by this researcher concerns
the placement of a l' -4" x l'-4" x l'-4" cube beneath the net structure. This
cube reduced the difficulty of reaching the net surface for many of the younger
children. Often, three children balanced precariously on a single cube while at-
tempting to reach the net.

A sense of routi-ne had been established within the confines of this playground. A
familiarity with these newly introduced pieces of playground equipment represented
many more possible hours of fun and play.
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ANALYSIS OF FIELD DATA

Having tested the prototype playground equipment, collected and recorded pertinent
data, and received feedback from the supervisors at the V. P. I. Laboratory School,
conclusions and observations by this researcher are now necessary.

The presentation of al playground structure, or single components representing a small

part of the whole, required a noticeable amount of time for the participants to feel
comfortable onit or around it. However, by climbing, sitting, jumping, or standing
on these objects, the nursery school or kindergarten children soon develop poise and
confidence. Through individual or group efforts, numerous ways of playing with this
new equipment were discovered. Much of the activity which took place on the play
yard occurred spontoneously. One action or movement by a single child or group
of children often generated new and innovative ideas by other participants or idle
onlookers. The presence of different age groups on the playground at the same time
enabled children to leam through the process of imitation. A child who lacked the

j ability to perfonn an action or solve a problem would observe the older and more
I ski_lled children. Soon they too would be engaged in the same activities.

The equipment tested provided an infinite number of play possibilities. Careful
tobservationclearly exemplifies the fact that at no time did two or more. children

‘ fight over a single element, nor did the need to stand patiently in line to partake in
an activity occur.

_
I

· The presence of a professional supervisory staff, and well mannered, intelligent,
children permits me to state the fact that no injuries were recorded during this three-

week test period.

-88-
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APPENDIX O ·

FINAL PLAYGROUND DESIGN FOR THE V.P. I. LABORATORY SCHOOL, BLACKSBURG,
VIRGINIA
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U
THE PHILOSOPHY AND DESIGN OF AN OUTDOOR PLAY

SPACE FOR PRE-ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN

INCI EMINE ANKARA
I

(Abstract)

The need to redesign the outdoor play space and related equipment at the Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University Laboratory School, in Blacksburg, Virginia,I
was irrvestigated. Under the direction of the Department of Child Development, a
rigid program was created which would determine the final design.

The total design process is divicled into three phases. The study of child behavior
I establishes a firm foundation for this thesis study. The construction of prototype

playground equipment serves as a basis by which this researcher traces and records ‘

the children's play patterns. The complete synthesis of all the data collected is I
represented by the final solution for this new outdoor environment.

A description of the investigation and the many factors which assisted in the deter-
mination of a final playground design and the final design is included.

I




